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Background
• STIs disproportionately affect transgender
women, who often lack access to healthcare
due to stigma and discrimination.
• While HIV prevalence among trans women is
relatively well-studied, very little is known
about other STIs.
• Known risk factors for HIV among trans
women:

– Condomless (receptive) anal intercourse,
experience of abuse, education level,
substance use, body modifications

Background
• A recent systematic review of STIs among transgender people by Van
Gerwen et al. (2020) found a limited number of studies (n=10) that
included data on NG and CT among trans women.

– Only five studies reported site-specific results for trans women
• Range of NG and CT prevalence reported in review:
STI
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Van Gerwen et al. Transgender Health (2020)

The TransOdara study
• TransOdara is the largest known multi-centric,
multi-site, multi-infection STI prevalence study
of trans women globally.

– Included: HIV, syphilis, hepatitis A, B and C,
Neisseria gonorrhoeae (NG), Chlamydia
trachomatis (CT), HPV
• Aim of the study:

– To determine the prevalence of NG and CT
from potential infection sites (urogenital,
anorectal, oropharyngeal) among
participants of the TransOdara study.

Methods
• Cross-sectional study conducted in five capital
cities, located in each of the Brazilian regions,
from December 2019 to July 2021.
• A total of 1317 participants aged >18 years
recruited using respondent driven sampling
(RDS).
• All completed standard questionnaire and
provided samples from multiple sites (urine,
oropharyngeal, anorectal) that were tested for
CT and NG using Abbott RealTime CT/NG assay.
• Participants could choose whether anorectal
and oropharyngeal samples were self-collected
(following instructional diagrams) or providercollected.

Results
NG prevalence (%)

9,1 (7.6-10.8)

Anorectal

• Overall NG prevalence:
13.6% (95% CI: 11.8-15.7)
• Overall CT prevalence:
11.9% (10.2-13.9)
• NG/CT prevalence:
21.7% (19.5-24.2)
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Results

Manaus
NG: 19.5% / CT: 12.4%

Campo Grande
NG: 10.1% / CT: 9.0%
Porto Alegre
NG: 12.5% / CT: 12.5%

Prevalence varied by study location:
• NG ranged from 8.7% in São Paulo to
19.5% in Manaus
• CT ranged from 9.0% in Campo Grande
to 17.0% in Salvador
Salvador
NG: 18.8% / CT: 17.0%
São Paulo
NG: 8.7% / CT: 10.5%

• Prevalence of either NG or CT was
highest in Salvador (28.3%) and
Manaus (26.7%)

Results
• Most infections were asymptomatic
NG
Did not report any STI
71.5%
symptoms in last 6 months (118/165)
Did not report any STI
85.6%
symptoms at study visit
(143/167)
76.9%
Clinician did not observe
any STI signs upon exam
(58/67)

CT
67.4%
(97/144)
84.0%
(121/144)
86.6%
(50/65)

NG/CT
71.0%
(186/262)
85.2%
(225/264)
81.4%
(92/113)

Results
Risk factors associated with either
NG or CT infection at any site:
– Young people aged 18-24 years
compared to 25+: 2.2 (95% CI: 1.62.9)
– Those who reported any
commercial sex partners in past 6
months: 1.7 (1.3-2.2)
– Those who reported any STI
symptoms in past 6 months: 1.7
(1.2-2.3)

After adjusting for study location
and age:
– Those with no education or
primary-level only compared to
higher-level: 1.9 (95% CI: 1.2-2.9)
– Those who have ever exchanged
sex for money, goods, drugs or a
place to live: 1.8 (1.2-2.7)
– Those who reported no hormone
use: 1.6 (1.2-2.3)

Results
• Test positivity rate (%) for NG and CT by anatomical site and choice
of self- vs. provider-collection
NG positivity (%)
Oral

7,3 (5.4-9.6)

8,6 (6.5-11.1)
9.0 (7.2-11.0)

Anorectal

9,2 (6.2-13.0)
Self-collected

Provider-collected

CT positivity (%)
2,9 (1.7-4.5)
3,3 (2.1-5.1)
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9.0 (7.3-11.0)
8,2 (5.4-11.9)
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Discussion
• Study recorded high prevalence of NG and CT among trans women
in Brazil:
– Vast majority were asymptomatic NG/CT infections, highlighting the
importance of laboratory screening
– Most were anorectal infections, so sole use of urine screening not suitable for
this population, instead requires multi-site anatomical sampling
– Results align with Van Gerwan et al. (2020) systematic review
• NG/CT results similar regardless of collection method (self vs.
provider)
– Self-sampling can help reduce client anxiety of examination and staff time and
costs
– Importance of population-appropriate, clear and simple illustrated instructions

Conclusion
• Overall, study recommends that NG/CT
screening should be integrated into
services for HIV and other sexual health
services with self-collection methods (with
appropriate guidance) offered as a choice
for sample collection among trans women.
• In line with WHO recommendations,
suggest offering trans women periodic
screening for asymptomatic NG and CT
– If targeted screening, possible focus on
younger trans women and trans women
engaged in sex work.
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